Suppression of the fixed pattern noise (FPN) on the infrared (IR) focal plane arrays is significant to enhance the IR video quality. This paper presents a novel fixed pattern bias noise suppression method for IR video based on background modeling. Since FPN exists as steady states in the temporal aspects, it can be modeled as background while the time-variant scene and object can be modeled as foreground. Consequently, FPN can be suppressed by background subtraction. Assume that the video sequence used for modeling contains motion or variation, and the video is corrupted by additive noises that drift slowly with time. The bias can be estimated by background modeling. We subtract bias to get the corrected image and adaptively update the FPN model on-line. We test our proposed algorithm with real IR videos and compare it with some well-known algorithms. Experiments have shown that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art nonuniformity correction methods on suppressing the FPN efficiently while preserving the details of the IR images and makes the IR video after correction more alike to the real scene.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPA) are widely used in infrared imaging systems. Due to the lack of production process, every detector on the IRFPA may have different responses under the same irradiance. This spatially nonuniform presence produces fixed pattern noise (FPN) which corrupts the quality of the infrared video seriously. The FPN varies over time, and depending on the operational conditions. How to estimate noise accurately, suppress the FPN on the IRFPA adaptively, consequently enhance the IR video quality, each posing unique challenges.
Nonuniformity correction (NUC) techniques have been developed and implemented to perform the necessary calibration for most IR sensing applications. These correction techniques can be divided into two primary categories: (1) Reference-based correction normalizes the responses using uniform calibration sources. The disadvantage of this method is that the normal imaging operations be halted during correction, and when the parameter drifts it needed to be recalibrated. (2) Scene-based techniques calibrate the detectors for parameter drifts using the information on the image sequence adaptively. It increases system reliability, but has high computational complexity. D. A. Scribner et al presented the Temporal High Pass Filter (THPF) method to correction the nonuniformity based on Human visual system [1] . There exists the problem of ghosting artifact, and it doesn't work while target is lack of motion. Liu Chan-Lao et al improved the THPF method, added a variable parameter to adjust the cutoff frequency [2] . J. E. Pezoa et al simulated the drift in the gain and the bias by using the Gaussian-Markov model, and used Kalman filer to update the calibration parameter [3] . Liu Yong-Jin et al presented a method based on Steady-State Kalman filter [4] , this algorithm has lower computational complexity and memory requirements. F. Torres et al presented a method based on Recursive Least Square Adaptive Filter (RLS) [5] . Xingang Mou et al enhanced THPF. In their algorithm, the drifts of the detectors are estimated by averaging the historical frames based on background modeling, and the update of the parameters is selectively performed based on the scene [6] . This paper presents a novel fixed pattern bias noise suppression method for IR video based on background modeling. Since FPN exists as steady states in the temporal aspects, it can be modeled as background while the time-variant scene and object can be modeled as foreground. Consequently, FPN can be suppressed by background subtraction. We test our proposed algorithm with real IR videos. Experiments have shown that our method can suppress the FPN efficiently while preserving the details of the IR images and make the IR video after correction more alike to the real scene.
The NUC algorithm based on background modeling
The FPN can be considered as steady states in period of time. While the nature scene is captured by panning the camera, scene changes, but the FPN has little change. So, the FPN can be modeled as background for the time-variant scene, and the nature scene and objects can be modeled as foreground.
This algorithm has three steps.
Step 1: take samples, and built the background model.
Step 2: compute initial value of bias for the uncorrected image, correct the bias, and subtract the background.
Step 3: update the background model after processing m images.
Response model of IRFPA
In this paper, the response of IRFPA is considered as a linear model. It can be written as:
The x is the true infrared radiation, y is the output, g is the gain, and d is the bias. Assume that the FPN is cause by bias, so the response can be simplified as:
The initial value of bias
Suppressing the FPN is blind estimation, because the real image and real bias can't be obtained. The initial value of bias can be computed by using the estimation of real image. We propose to initially estimate the real image applying a spatial filter over the corrupted image as follow:
where x is the estimation of real image, s is the point p's neighbourhood, y is the response of detector at point k, and ϖ is the weight of estimation. The initial value of bias can be written as:
d is the initial value of bias.
The bias modeling based on Parzen Kernel
The background model can be built by using kernel density estimation. Because the distribution of background is unknown, it can be estimated by using samples' information. It's different from parameter estimation modeling that the Parzen kernel density estimation doesn't need to know the real distribution of background predictably and doesn't need to estimate and optimize the parameters. It covers all the patterns of the bias, so that the bias can be estimated exactly in complex sense.
Assume that there are N frames in period of time T, take N-1 frames forward as samples and compute their initial bias. and the Parzen function as ( ) u ϕ , the bias's kernel density estimation can be written as: 
From (6), the proper N and σ can make the estimation more approach the real distribution. In most of condition, while we take a proper N as 50 to 100, the bias has Gaussian distribution in temporal. We can use the standard deviation σ of samples as the width of ( ) u ϕ , it can be written as:
We use the dynamic value to divide the complex and dynamic background. From (6) the ( ) p d and the width σ are inverse. The σ describe the width of distribution of the samples. The th can be written as:
where the k is carried out by experience or experiment.
Bias correction, Background subtracting and Model updating
From (7), '( ) d N is the frame N's initial value of bias, it may be corrupted by the small motion and should be corrected. The density estimation of bias is ( ) p d , it can be divided into some patterns by the peek point and the inflexion point. Let the nearest peek or inflexion to '( ) d N as u , and
, the corrected value of bias is ( ) d N , it can be written as:
and the corrected image ( ) x N can be obtain by follows: B is the updated collection of samples, F is the oldest frame in collection B , R is the new frame.
The performance analysis of algorithm
In order to test out our algorithm by process the IR video with real FPN and simulated FPN respectively. We test our algorithm (BM) with RLS and THPF, and take the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as the performance measure.
Test one: take a sequence of images from a better IR video, and add hard FPN as the simulated data and run these algorithms. The results are shown in Fig 1, and From the results, the RLS can suppress part of the FPN, but the blur take in anther FPN. The THPF can sharp the high frequency object, but suppress the low frequency details also, moreover it exists the problem of ghosting artifact. Our algorithm BM can estimate the bias more exactly, and correct the estimation of bias by density distribution. It can suppress the FPN and preserve the edges and low
frequency details, and makes the IR video after correction more alike to the real scene. From tab 2, our method outperforms the other two methods. 
